Let G be a topological group and let G^>E^B G he the universal fibration for G so that B G is the classifying space for G. Eilenberg Rothenberg and Steenrod have studied the Type I spectral sequence and have produced a geometric construction which gives rise to it, [4] . Their approach has the advantage that being of geometric origin it applies to other cohomology theories such as the Atiyah- exists. An easy computation shows that the £2 term Tor2""11 [Z, Z] is an exterior algebra E[S~1p]=Z®ZS~1p generated by the desuspension of p. Since the £2 term £[S_1p] is already "smaller than" A*[SO(3)] we have a contradiction. I wish to thank the referee of my paper [6] for pointing out this example in dealing with a related question.
